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Lumax Auto Tech and Jopp of
Germany form a JV company
To provide Shift towers and integrated sensor systems to Industry

L

UMAX DK Jain Group
company Lumax Auto

Technologies Limited on April
11 announced its joint venture
with JOPP, Germany to manufacture and supply transmission products to Indian
automotive industry.
Both the partners will hold
an equal 50 per cent share in
the new entity to be named
Lumax JOPP Allied Technologies.
While JOPP will bring
world-class technology for
its products to joint venture, Lumax will provide its
seven decades’ experience
towards management of the

Mr. Deepak Jain, Promoter Director, Lumax Auto Technologies, and Mr Martin Christian Buchs, MD, Jopp Group, after signing
the joint venture agreement

JV in India. The focus of the
JV, according to a press release, is

Transmission (AMT) Kits, All Gear

Shift Towers, Integrated all gear sen-

towards self-reliance in technology and

Sensor (AGS) and Forks to start with.

sor technology & AMT kits for various

establishing a state of art R&D centre

Commercial production is expected to

applications for Manual & Automated

in India along with manufacturing

begin in Q4 of FY 20 from an existing

transmissions.

operations.

Lumax facility in Manesar, Haryana.

Mr. Martin Büchs, MD & Promoter

Speaking on the occasion Mr. Deep-

The JV company will make an invest-

ak Jain, Promoter Director, said “We

and Mr. Richard Diem, MD of JOPP,

ment of `75 crore over a period of five

continue to forge partnerships with

and Mr. Anmol Jain, MD and Mr. Deep-

years.

global leaders. In JOPP, we have found

ak Jain, Promoter Director, signed the
joint venture agreement.
The JV will engage in design,

JOPP is a European company with
expertise in transmission and shift sys-

a reliable partner, sharing the same
values, ethos and a strong legacy.”

tems parts serving OEMs worldwide.

With the JV, Lumax will get full

development and production of Gear

Gear Shift Systems are a major focus

access to JOPP product know-how in

Shift Towers, Automated Manual

area with high in-house value add for

manual, automated and dual-clutch
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avail up to 100 per cent finance and up

Skoda introduces ‘EasyBuy’
across Superb model range

to 40 per cent lower equated monthly instalments, for a period of three
years.
Mr. Zac Hollis, Director, Sales,
Service, and Marketing, Skoda Auto
India Pvt Ltd, said, “Skoda has built its

B

ROADENING the

brand on clever offerings

spectrum of premium

and a strong value proposi-

mobility in the country with

tion. In addition to offering

affordable and accessi-

a premium product, the

ble solutions, Skoda Auto

‘EasyBuy’ programme

India on April 22 announced

is a unique initiative that

‘EasyBuy’, an assured buy-

further emphasises the

back programme across its

brands effort to under-

Superb model range.
The programme has been made
available through Skoda Financial

stand customer needs
along with the kilometre allowance.
The programme will also allow cus-

while providing them with a hassle free
ownership experience.’

Services. It will empower the customer

tomers to retain the ownership of the

to buy a Skoda Superb at an EMI of a

Superb by paying off the outstanding

CEO, Volkswagen Finance Pvt Ltd,

car in lower segment.

amount. Consequently, through this

said, “With our unique financing

The programme offers an assured

Mr. Aashish Deshpande, MD &

programme, the customer can choose

solutions coupled with the finesse of

introductory buyback value of 57 per

to re-finance the Superb for another

Skoda cars, the launch of ‘EasyBuy’

cent for a new Superb at the end of the

contractual term. ‘EasyBuy’ has a

is another step towards offering a one

three-year contract term. At the end of

facility to trade in the existing vehicle

stop solution— one which is tailored to

the term, the customer can choose to

and use the assured buyback value as

the financial and aspirational require-

return the vehicle to the dealer with no

equity to purchase an all-new Skoda.

ments of the customers. We are confi-

With tailor-made solutions from

dent that this product will act as a true

further liability subject to the vehicle
meets fair wear and tear guidelines

Lumax Auto Tech...

Skoda Financial Services, one can now

Mr. Martin Büchs, Managing Direc-

enabler for customer convenience.”

portant part of transmission. The JV

tor, JOPP, said, “We believe that this

focuses on manual and automated shift

joint venture will allow us to provide

tower kits. Being a market leader in

transmissions. Lumax along with its

a wider array of services with world-

shift levers in India, it was a natural

other JV companies and new JV with

class technology and depth to a large

progression for Lumax to become

JOPP can now offer complete trans-

growing market. We conducted an

a Shift system supplier. This brings

mission shifting solutions to its cus-

extensive search to find a strong, dy-

immense technical edge to Lumax as

tomers in the Indian market including

namic, technologically strong partner

the single supplier responsible for shift

sophisticated, light-weight and smart

with a pan-India footprint and custom-

feeling”, said Mr. Anmol Jain, Manag-

shifting solutions for additional com-

er connect. Lumax was the perfect fit.

ing Director, Lumax Auto Technologies

fort in Indian mid segment vehicles.
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“Shift function is the most im-

Limited.
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